Representative scattering functions are presented from the Naval Communication Channels (NCC) Dataset. The NCC Dataset contains over-theair measurements of a mobile HMMWV and a mobile Navy ship t r a n s mitting to a k e d shore site at 1 Mbps in the 225-400 MHz military UHF band. These HMMWV and ship experiments are representative of urban Marine
BACKGROUND
The design of reliable communications requires that modulation and demodulation techniques compensate for the deleterious effects of the communication channel. Thus, one of the most important steps in the design of a reliable communication system is a characterization of the communication channel. Soundings of a military UHF LOS channel were collected at San Diego, California during January and February of 1998. Detailed descriptions of the equipment, experiments, algorithms, channel movies, and the NCC Datasets are available to researchers on the website [l].
Channel estimation based on adaptive filter techniques, which included a demodulation scheme robust to multipath fading, performed exceptionally well in all scenarios. In contrast, conventional baseband channel estimation techniques, which require a separate and blind demodulator, were sometimes stymied by multipath. This paper presents selected channels for the ship and HMMWV estimated by the adaptive filter technique. Figure 1 shows the configuration of the mobile transmitter and the ked-site receiver. A 511 pseudorandom U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright bit pattern was continuously transmitted from the mobile using BPSK at 231.5 MHz, 40 Watts, 999,995 bps on a raised cosine waveform. Over-the-air operation in the San Diego area requires an OA/9123 multicoupler as a pre-and post-selection filter to prevent the Tx jamming of nearby receivers and to reduce adjacent channel effects when Rx signal strength is low. The signal was sampled using the AST195 at 12 Msps to obtain approximately 5.6 seconds of contiguous data. The S A B m GPS beacon system transmitted once a minute on UHF LOS at 270.75 MHz. The received GPS beacon information was displayed on a JMCIS terminal giving the location, bearing, velocity, and past track information.
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Figure 1: Tx and Rx configuration. 
CHANNEL FUNCTIONS & ESTIMATORS
Thus, the scattering function registers the pmbability If the rn ' s are independent f m m the { a n ( t ) ) 's then Ruu(f, 7; f', T ' ) = 6(f -f ')6(7 -7') N x P a n a n W P T , (TI. These examples show that one must have a theoretical model to interpret the scattering function. In practice, the scattering function must be estimated from a finite number of discrete samples of the noisy, distorted, received signal demodulated to baseband. Consequently, these effects may confound interpretations of the scattering function. In our setup, the digital baseband Delay-Spread function h~ (m, k ) is smeared in delay by the raised cosine filter Z R C ( t ) as [I, Section 3.41:
where 0,=12 is the oversampling rate. Then the digi-
and the digital baseband scattering function PB (f,k) links to the scattering function P( f , 7) as
Thus, the channel functions are smeared by the raised cosine filter.
Channel estimates are also corrupted by system distortion, noise, and demodulation effects. 
SHIP:€IARBOR
In contrast to this bluewater data, Figure 4 shows the estimated scattering function for the ship in the San Diego harbor near the Coronado bridge. There is a Representative of the HMMWV measurements is a channel sounding collected on January 16, 1998 at 13:25 while the HMMWV was driving south on 1-5 near the San Diego airport at approximately 55 mph. Figure 6 plots the estimated power delay profile. The main lobe is wider than that of the laboratory or ship data and registers a secondary path at 18 pi relative delay implying that this channel is dispersive with respect to the 1 MHz bandwidth. Figure 7 plots the estimated scattering function and shows the secondary path is shifted by 13 Hertz. Moreover, there are several paths trailing the main path. Comparison with the power delay profile and the delay-spread function shows that these paths contribute to the extra width of the main lobe. In contrast to the simple two-path model for the ship, a multiplepath model is required to capture the features of this channel. A 4path model was fit to the data. Paths 1, 2, and 3 track the main lobe while Path 4 tracks the secondary path. Figure 6 shows that this model fits the channel well. Table 2 records the results. Because Path 2 is slightly stronger than Path 1, the channel is non-minimum phase. Path 4 is relatively weaker and could be omitted from simulations. Also, the corresponding correlation matrix in Eq. 14 demonstrates that the mainlobe paths are highly correlated. Thus, relatively high-data rates axe possible for these operations using simple receiver architectures. In contrast, for littoral and HMMWV urban operations, large scale structures can induce strong multipath components that must be addressed with more complicated receiver structures coupled with lower data rates. 
